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My invention relates to a method of and ap manently, and the phrase or sounds he has him

paratus for easy and rapid testing of the re
ceiving and transmitting efficiency of the re

Self transmitted.

-

-

-

This arrangement besides realizing, in COm

ceiver and the microphone, respectively, of sub parison with the current method as at present
scriber's stations in ordinary service on a tele in use, a saving in the staff employed, since the
test is made, both for the microphone and for
phone System.
It is known that the above test is now usually the receiver, by the single tester at the station

carried out by means of a conversation between

10

a tester at the station under test and the op
erator at the test desk of the exchange, during
which conversation the operator at the test desk
judges the efficiency of the microphone of the
station under test and the tester at this station
judges the reception of his own receiver.
-
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It is however obvious that, in the first place,

under test, and besides making it possible to

carry out the test quickly, further allows of ob
taining more reliable results. In fact, as regards

tester, it will be remarked that according to my

invention it is only the tester at the station under
test who hears his own voice, reproduced by the
“phone-repeater”, besides the typical phrase 16
recorded on the repeater itself, and thus judges
directly, and alone, of the efficiency of the tele
phone set he is testing.

this method is slow and costly, requiring the
services of two testers, and in the second place,
the results of the test are comparatively uncer
My invention further provides an arrangement
tain, they being influenced by the subjective
whereby the test of the efficiency of subscriber's
judgment of two persons.
More exact methods of testing the efficiency stations is made under substantially identical
of transmission and reception have indeed been conditions, irrespective of the distance between
proposed, consisting in comparing the station the station under test and the exchange, and that
under test with standard instruments, or else . is, independently of the different attenuations

through the use of complex arrangements, partly due to the line, the differences of attenuation
installed in the exchange and partly to be carried: being compensated for by the automatic inser
to the . Subscriber’s station to be tested; these tion in the circuit of additional attenuations.
My invention will be hereinafter described in
methods have however the dual defect of requir
ling the services of two testers and the transport detail as applied to an automatic telephone ex
30 to the station to be tested of comparatively heavy change; the description refers to the annexed
and bulky apparatus. Moreover the tests take drawing, in which are schematically represented
an excessively long time.
the phone-repeater apparatus, the auxiliary de
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vices and the connections contemplated by the
The particular phone-repeater apparatus il
scriber's station in ordinary service on a tele

According to my invention, a rapid test of the
receiving and transmitting efficiency of a sub

phone system is obtained by installing in the .
exchange an apparatus capable of registering,
and afterwards reproducing, sounds (which will
be hereinafter called, for the sake of brevity,
“phone-repeater”), in which apparatus are per
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the effect of the subjective judgment of the

invention.

-

-
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lustrated and described substantially comprises

a drum carrying a ribbon of magnetic material
a magnetic record made by an electro-magnet
(recording magnet) as Well as a second electro
manently recorded one or more typical phrases, magnet destined to detect the variations in the
obtained by means of a standard microphone magnetization of the ribbon, giving rise to in
under predetermined conditions of transmission, duced currents in its windings (reproducing or
and on which apparatus are recorded, at the reading magnet) and a third electro-magnet,
moment of the test, a phrase or suitable sounds, strongly excited by a constant current, capable

wound spirally on it and capable of receiving
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transmitted by the tester through the micro- of cancelling the previous record (cancelling
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phone of the station under test, the instal magnet). Apparatus of this type are, of them
lation of the “phone-repeater” apparatus and its selves, already known; it also should be stated
connection the exchange being so made that the here that there may be similarly employed for

tester at the station under test, after having the purposes of my invention, without going be
transmitted from the station itself the phrase, yond the scope of the same, other similar types
or the Sounds, desired, can receive from the of apparatus, also known, for example, with a
“phone-repeater” in immediate succession the magnetic wire instead of a ribbon, or with a
typical phrase or phrases recorded on it per ribbon wound on bobbins, etc., as are used, for
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